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 Executive Summary

This report was prepared for the purpose of assisting the City of Pasadena in their compliance with the Cali-
fornia Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) as it relates to historic resources, in connection with the proposed 
All Saints Episcopal Church Master Plan, located on the western half of the city block bounded by N. Euclid 
Avenue, E. Walnut Street, N. Los Robles and E. Union Street. The proposed project involves the construction 
four new buildings totaling between approximately 42,000 and 55,000 square feet, and between 29 and 87 
feet in height, depending on which of the two proposed design scenarios are implemented, and the demoli-
tion of four existing building, and interior renovations to other existing buildings, and the construction of 
subterranean parking garages. [Figure 1]

This report assesses the historical and architectural significance of potentially significant historic properties 
in accordance with the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Re-
sources (CRHR) Criteria for Evaluation, and City of Pasadena criteria. A determination will be made as to 
whether adverse environmental impacts on historic resources, as defined by CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, 
may occur as a consequence of the proposed project, and recommend the adoption of mitigation measures, as 
appropriate. 

This report was prepared by San Buenaventura Research Associates of Santa Paula, California, Judy Triem, His-
torian; and Mitch Stone, Preservation Planner, for Rincon Consultants, Inc., and is based on a field investiga-
tion and research conducted in November 2009 through February 2010. The conclusions contained herein rep-
resent the professional opinions of San Buenaventura Research Associates, and are based on the factual data 
available at the time of its preparation, the application of the appropriate local, state and federal regulations, 
and best professional practices.

Summary of Findings

The project site is located within a listed NRHP historic district. No contributing buildings to this district will 
be removed, but one structure is proposed to be relocated. Of the four buildings evaluated in this report 
which are to be removed, none were found to be potentially eligible for listing on the NRHP and CRHR or as 
contributors to a historic district, or eligible for designation as City of Pasadena landmarks. The proposed pro-
ject was found to have both mitigable and unmitigable significant adverse impact on historic resources.
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Figure 1. Project Location [Source: USGS 7.5’ Quadrangle, Pasadena, 1966 rev. 1988]



1. Administrative Setting

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires evaluation of project impacts on historic resources, 
including properties “listed in, or determined eligible for listing in, the California Register of Historical Re-
sources [or] included in a local register of historical resources.” A resource is eligible for listing on the Cali-
fornia Register of Historical Resources if it meets any of the criteria for listing, which are:

1.  Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Califor-
nia’s history and cultural heritage;

2.  Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; 
3.  Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or rep-

resents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values; or
4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. (PRC 

§5024.1(c))

By definition, the California Register of Historical Resources also includes all “properties formally determined 
eligible for, or listed in, the National Register of Historic Places,” and certain specified State Historical Land-
marks. The majority of “formal determinations” of NRHP eligibility occur when properties are evaluated by the 
State Office of Historic Preservation in connection with federal environmental review procedures (Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966). Formal determinations of eligibility also occur when prop-
erties are nominated to the NRHP, but are not listed due to a lack of owner consent.

The criteria for determining eligibility for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) have been 
developed by the National Park Service. Eligible properties include districts, sites, buildings and structures,

A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
our history; or

B. That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or that rep-

resent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or

D. That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

According to the NRHP standards, in order for a property which is found to significant under one or more of 
the criteria to be considered eligible for listing, the “essential physical features” which define the property’s 
significance must be present. The standard for determining if a property’s essential physical features exist is 
known as integrity, which is defined as “the ability of a property to convey its significance.” The integrity 
evaluation is broken down into seven “aspects.” 

The seven aspects of integrity are: Location (the place where the historic property was constructed or the 
place where the historic event occurred); Design (the combination of elements that create the form, plan, 
space, structure, and style of a property); Setting (the physical environment of a historic property); Materials 
(the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time and in a particular 
pattern or configuration to form a historic property); Workmanship (the physical evidence of the crafts of a 
particular culture or people during any given period of history or prehistory); Feeling (a property’s expression 
of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time), and; Association (the direct link between an 
important historic event or person and a historic property).

The relevant aspects of integrity depend upon the NRHP criteria applied to a property. For example, a property 
nominated under Criterion A (events), would be likely to convey its significance primarily through integrity of 



location, setting and association. A property nominated solely under Criterion C (design) would usually rely 
primarily upon integrity of design, materials and workmanship. The California Register regulations include 
similar language with regard to integrity, but also state that “it is possible that historical resources may not 
retain sufficient integrity to meet the criteria for listing in the National Register, but they may still be eligible 
for listing in the California Register.” Further, according to the NRHP guidelines, the integrity of a property 
must be evaluated at the time the evaluation of eligibility is conducted. Integrity assessments cannot be 
based on speculation with respect to historic fabric and architectural elements which may exist but are not 
visible to the evaluator, or on restorations which are theoretically possible but which have not occurred. (CCR 
§4852 (c))

The minimum age criterion for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and the California Register of 
Historical Resources (CRHR) is 50 years. Properties less than 50 years old may be eligible for listing on the 
NRHP if they can be regarded as “exceptional,” as defined by the NRHP procedures, or in terms of the CRHR, 
“if it can be demonstrated that sufficient time has passed to understand its historical importance” (Chapter 
11, Title 14, §4842(d)(2))

Historic resources as defined by CEQA also includes properties listed in “local registers” of historic properties. 
A “local register of historic resources” is broadly defined in §5020.1 (k) of the Public Resources Code, as “a 
list of properties officially designated or recognized as historically significant by a local government pursuant 
to a local ordinance or resolution.” Local registers of historic properties come essentially in two forms: (1) 
surveys of historic resources conducted by a local agency in accordance with Office of Historic Preservation 
procedures and standards, adopted by the local agency and maintained as current, and (2) landmarks desig-
nated under local ordinances or resolutions. These properties are “presumed to be historically or culturally 
significant... unless the preponderance of the evidence demonstrates that the resource is not historically or 
culturally significant.” (PRC §§ 5024.1, 21804.1, 15064.5) 

City of Pasadena Zoning Code, Chapter 17.62.040

The Historic Preservation Commission uses the criteria below to evaluate historic resources for historic land-
mark designation: 

1. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of the 
city’s history of the city. 

2. It is associated with the lives of persons who are significant in the history of the city. 
3. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a locally significant historic resource property type, 

architectural style, period, or method of construction, or that represents the work of an architect, 
designer, engineer, or builder who is locally significant, or that possesses high artistic values that are 
locally significant. 

4. It has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important locally in prehistory or history.

2. Impact Thresholds and Mitigation

According to the Public Resources Code, “a project that may cause a substantial change in the significance of 
an historical resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment.” The Public Re-
sources Code broadly defines a threshold for determining if the impacts of a project on an historic property 
will be significant and adverse. By definition, a substantial adverse change means, “demolition, destruction, 
relocation, or alterations,” such that the significance of an historical resource would be impaired. For pur-
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poses of NRHP eligibility, reductions in a property’s integrity (the ability of the property to convey its signifi-
cance) should be regarded as potentially adverse impacts. (PRC §21084.1, §5020.1(6))

Further, according to the CEQA Guidelines, “an historical resource is materially impaired when a project... 
[d]emolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of an historical resource 
that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in, or eligibility for, inclusion in the Cali-
fornia Register of Historical Resources [or] that account for its inclusion in a local register of historical re-
sources pursuant to section 5020.1(k) of the Public Resources Code or its identification in an historical re-
sources survey meeting the requirements of section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code, unless the public 
agency reviewing the effects of the project establishes by a preponderance of evidence that the resource is 
not historically or culturally significant.” 

The lead agency is responsible for the identification of “potentially feasible measures to mitigate significant 
adverse changes in the significance of an historical resource.” The specified methodology for determining if 
impacts are mitigated to less than significant levels are the “Generally, a project that follows the Secretary of 
the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1995) Weeks and Grimmer, shall be considered as mitigated 
to a level of less than a significant impact on the historical resource.” , publications of the National Park 
Service. (PRC CEQA Guidelines §15064.5(b)(3-4))

3.  Potential Historic Resources

The project site is located within the boundaries of the Pasadena Civic Center District listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places in 1980 on the basis of a nomination prepared by Pasadena Heritage in 1978-79. 
At the time the district was listed, the boundaries of the district were an irregular area including roughly the 
blocks of N. Garfield Street on the east and west sides between Walnut and Green streets; Walnut Street be-
tween N. Raymond and N. Euclid avenues; N. Raymond Avenue between Walnut and Holly streets; N. Euclid 
Avenue between E. Walnut and E. Union streets; E. Union Street between N. Euclid Avenue and N. Arroyo 
Parkway; Holly Street between N. Raymond and N. Garfield avenues; and Ramona Street between N. Marengo 
and N. Garfield avenues. [Figure 2] 

Prior to the filing of the district nomination, an addendum to the nomination was prepared which added the 
eastern side of Euclid Street between Walnut and Union streets, including the All Saints Episcopal Church, 
Maryland Apartments, and Maryland Hotel wall. It is not entirely clear when this amendment was made, but 
the available evidence suggests that it was completed in 1979, prior to listing the district on the NRHP.

The nomination itself does not explicitly describe the basis for the district’s eligibility in terms of the NRHP 
criteria, as would be required for a NRHP nomination filed in more recent years. No period of significance for 
the district is stated in the nomination, as would also now be required for listing. However the Pasadena Cul-
tural Heritage Commission (CHC) in its transmittal of findings to the Mayor and Board of Directors in January 
1979 cited Criterion C (design) as the basis for their recommendation. Other significance themes were identi-
fied in the nomination, however, which imply potential eligibility under Criterion A (historical associations). 

One of the CHC’s additional recommendations to the Board of Directors was that the contributing and non-
contributing buildings be clearly identified prior to filing the nomination. To that end, a map accompanying 
both the nomination and CHC recommendation delineated the boundaries of the proposed district, with con-
tributing buildings indicated by hatch lines drawn within their building footprints, and non-contributing 
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Figure 2. Boundary of Civic Center NRHP Historic District and Contributing Buildings (shaded) 
[Source: City of Pasadena, Pasadena Heritage, San Buenaventura Research Associates]



buildings marked with an “x” within their building footprints. 

However, a number of substantial inconsistencies persisted between the map accompanying the nomination 
and the text of the nomination. At least three buildings within the boundaries of the district are are marked 
neither with hatch lines nor with an “x” on the map, and are not described in the nomination as either con-
tributors or non-contributors. At least one building is marked with hatch lines on the map (which suggests 
that it is a contributor), but is not described in the nomination. 

Buildings which are unambiguous contributors to the district, because they are both described in the nomina-
tion and appropriately marked on the map are:

• United States Post Office (281 E. Colorado Boulevard)

• Young Women’s Christian Association (78 N. Marengo Avenue)

• Turner and Stevens Company, Funeral Directors (95 N. Marengo Avenue)

• American Legion Pasadena Post #13 (125-137 N. Marengo Avenue)

• First Baptist Church (75 N. Marengo Avenue)

• Young Men’s Christian Association (235 E. Holly Street)

• Central Public Library (285 E. Walnut Street) 

• Pasadena City Hall (100 N. Garfield Avenue)

• Los Angeles Gas and Electric Corporation (281 Ramona Street)

• Hall of Justice (142 Arroyo Parkway)

• Pasadena Civic Auditorium (300 E. Green Street)

• County Courts (200-202 N. Garfield Avenue)

• Memorial Park

• All Saints Episcopal Church (132 N. Euclid Avenue)

• Maryland Hotel Apartments (80 N. Euclid Avenue)

In general, non-contributors located within the boundaries of the district were not listed or otherwise de-
scribed in the nomination, but instead were apparently intended to be indicated on the accompanying map. 
In the case of the four buildings and one structure which comprise All Saints Episcopal Church property, the 
main church building (1924) and Regas House (1930) are both hatch-marked on the map and described. The 
Rectory Building (1930) is unmarked with either hatch marks or an “x” but is described in the nomination, 
suggesting that it was intended to be listed as a contributor. Scott Hall (1966) is hatch-marked but not de-
scribed, leaving its intended status as a contributor to the district uncertain. 

One structure, the Maryland Hotel Wall (N. Euclid Avenue), is not marked on the map [see Appendix 1], but is 
referenced in the text of the NRHP nomination along with the buildings comprising the church complex, 
which suggests that it was intended to be regarded as a contributor to the district. This remaining fragment 
of the Maryland Hotel complex was constructed during the 1920s. The wall, which is generally Georgian Re-
vival in style, features faux stone coping and wrought iron wall sconces, and a lion’s head fountain on its 
eastern side. The wall still features the faded painted lettering “Maryland Hotel” on the southern end of the 
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Euclid Avenue side. The lion’s head fountain also remains within the play area, but the wall sconces are in 
very poor condition.

While the Maryland Hotel Wall is considered a contributing component of the Historic District, the existing s-
patial relationship for the Maryland Hotel Wall remnant to its immediate surroundings is not considered his-
toric; all of the nearby buildings to which it was historically related having been demolished several decades 
ago. The existing setting does not currently include a garden, but rather the existing setting contains a play-
ground, a storage building, and a trailer immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to the north, and the 
Rectory building to the South (the east side of the wall is not currently accessible to the public). The only 
existing relationship of the Maryland Wall is its general inclusion within the geographic boundaries of the 
historic district and general proximity to the Maryland Arms Apartments located approximately 400 feet south 
of the wall.

Two other properties within the district are neither described in the NRHP nomination as contributors nor 
marked on the map accompanying the nomination as non-contributors. These buildings are:

• Hutch’s Barbeque (390 E. Walnut Street). This two-story English Revival style building, located adjacent 
to the project site, was constructed in 1920 as a residence. During the 1940s it was converted to a 
restaurant, which it has remained continuously since that time. This property was included in the “Civic 
Center Grouping” with roughly thirty other properties in Survey Area Nine (The Civic Center) completed 
in 1979. Most of the other buildings in this grouping are also within the NRHP listed district. However, 
this property was determined to be ineligible for NRHP, CRHR or Pasadena Landmark listing by the City 
of Pasadena in 2000. The neon pole sign located at the northeastern corner of the property has been 
designated as a Pasadena Landmark. [Photo 1]

• Commercial Building (202 N. Euclid Avenue). This one story commercial building, located on the project 
site, is designed in a modest Modern style and constructed in 1947. It was not captured in the 1979 
survey and has not subsequently been identified as having significant historical associations. [Photo 2]

National Register District Significance

According to the NRHP nomination, the Civic Center district’s primary significance lies in its design, as a “na-
tionally significant example of civic art in the City Beautiful style of the 1920’s. The main features of the plan 
were actually executed, and the key buildings (including City Hall) actually built, by nationally recognized 
architects in a homogeneous style.” (Pasadena Heritage, 1978)

The original Pasadena Civic Center plan was designed by the firm of Bennett, Parsons, Frost and Thomas of 
Chicago in 1923, the successor to the Daniel Burnham firm, one of the principal founders of the City Beautiful 
urban design movement in America. Edward Bennett had also studied under Bernard Maybeck in California. 
The plan established a monumental City Beautiful urban design scheme intended to provide for architectural 
uniformity within the Civic Center district, organized around major view axes along Garfield Avenue and Holly 
Street. The major visual component of the plan, centered on the two axes of Garfield and Holly streets, took 
advantage of three already existing buildings at the time of the plan’s development: the Post Office, YWCA and 
the YMCA. 

The Bennett Plan was never fully implemented, but did result in the construction of the anchor buildings 
completing the primary axial scheme, including the Central Library (1925) at the head of Garfield Street on 
Walnut Street, Pasadena City Hall (1927) on Garfield and Holly streets, and the Civic Auditorium (1931) at the 
south end of Garfield Street on Green Street, as well as the Southern California Gas Building (1929), all de-
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signed by leading architects of the period, selected by means of architectural competitions, in the Beaux Arts 
modes of the Mediterranean and Renaissance period revival styles. City Hall, with its prominent rotunda at the 
intersection of Garfield and Holly streets, was intended as the architectural focal point of the grouping. 

The Bennett Plan lost much of its authority in the decades after the completion of the Civic Auditorium. In 
particular, the important Garfield Street north-south axis was interrupted at Colorado Boulevard by the con-
struction of a shopping center in 1980. Efforts were made in recent years to reinstate this primary design 
element of the Bennett Plan, with the reconstruction of the shopping center in a manner which reestablished 
the Garfield Avenue visual axis terminating on its southern end at the Civic Auditorium. Other notable altera-
tions within the district since the date of its listing on the NRHP include the construction of the Pasadena 
Police building at 1207 N. Garfield Avenue (1990) and the Sterling apartments project currently known as the 
Holly Street Village at 131-153 E. Holly Street on the western edge of the district (1993).

Further, construction on the block to the east of City Hall, along the west side of N. Euclid Avenue, which oc-
curred around the time of the adoption of the Bennett Plan, did not reflect either the grand axial or the 
monumental architectural character of the City Beautiful design scheme which was encouraged by the plan. 
Today, the N. Euclid Avenue street frontage features little consistency of character or building typology due to 
the variation of scale among the buildings and the prevalence of large open or vacant spaces, including the 
green space behind the County Courthouse, the surface parking on the project site, and the pedestrian walk-
way located mid-block at Plaza las Fuentes. 

All Saints Episcopal Church

The All Saints Episcopal congregation of Pasadena was established in 1882, meeting in a member’s home until 
1885, when their first church was constructed at the corner of Garfield Avenue and E. Colorado Street. The 
small church quickly proved inadequate to serve the growing congregation, and four years later, a new church 
was constructed at a new location on Euclid Avenue, designed by San Francisco architect Ernest A. Coxhead. 
Within the next three decades the congregation outgrew this larger space, and in 1922 they hired the archi-
tectural firm of Reginald Johnson, Gordon Kaufmann and Roland Coate to design a new church on the same 
site. Johnson, the senior member of the firm, was not only one of the region’s most renowned architects in 
the period revival styles, but was also the son of the first bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Los Angeles. 
Construction on the new Gothic Revival style church began in 1923 and was completed the following year.

The church features essentially a cruciform plan and is faced in granite masonry over steel framing. The focal 
point of the building is the square, crenellated bell tower located at the southwestern corner of the building 
adjacent to N. Euclid Avenue. The steeply pitched gable roof is covered with variegated slate. The exterior is 
characterized by architectural features typical of the Gothic Revival style, including deeply inset arched win-
dows with tracery, parapeted gable ends, pointed arch doorways, corbeled buttresses, leaded stained glass 
windows, and cast stone window and door casings. [Photo 3]

A major addition to the All Saints Church was made in 1930, with the construction of the Parish (Regas) 
House and the Rectory buildings. Both were designed by the architectural firm of Cyril Bennett and Fitch Has-
kell in the Gothic Revival style. Regas House was sited to the northeast of the church and the Rectory to the 
north, connected to Regas House by a cloister. The space created by the three buildings formed a semi-
enclosed courtyard opening towards Euclid Avenue and referring directly to the earlier church building, creat-
ing a defined composition. The two story Parish House and Rectory buildings share many of the same Gothic 
Revival design elements with the main church building. Regas House was gutted by a major fire in 1976 and 
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was internally reconstructed two years later. Exterior alterations also made at the time of the reconstruction 
are described in the paragraph following. [Photo 4]

The church purchased the former Maryland Hotel property to the north of the church in 1961. In 1966 they 
constructed Scott Hall on the southern end of this property, designed by the important postwar South Pasa-
dena architectural firm of Whitney Smith and Wayne Williams, in essentially a modern interpretation of the 
Gothic Revival style. It is used by the church for Sunday School classrooms and a daycare center. The Scott 
Hall building is one story in height and features granite facing material similar to the main body of the 
church. The building features narrow slit windows and gothic tracery textile blocks within the parapets. The 
roof is flat. During the late 1970s, a two-story steel space frame was inserted into the courtyard area located 
between the the Parish House and Rectory buildings, topped with a glass cupola, possibly in conjunction with 
the restoration of the Parish House after the fire of 1976. The northwestern corner of the Parish House was 
either reconstructed or faced with board-formed concrete in the course of this reconstruction. [Photos 5, 6]

The property purchased in 1961 also included a section of a 1920s-era stucco-clad wall paralleling Euclid Ave-
nue, which had enclosed a portion of the Maryland Hotel grounds, the hotel itself having been demolished in 
1937. In the course of constructing Scott Hall, alterations were evidently made to the northern elevation of 
Regas House and the Rectory to accommodate the attachment of the new building. The balance of the Mary-
land Hotel site was used primarily for surface parking. A section of the Maryland Hotel wall was removed dur-
ing the 1990s to provide improved vehicular access to the property. In 1989, the Cultural Heritage Commis-
sion approved a Certificate of Appropriateness to allow partial demolition and alteration of the Maryland Hotel 
wall; the Certificate approved removal of a portion of the wall south of the fountain to allow vehicular access 
for drop-off and pick-up from the children’s daycare. An extension of this approval was later extended to 
1991, however, the Certificate of Appropriateness was never acted upon. A storage building and trailer build-
ing were also added, at a recent but uncertain date. [Photos 7, 8]

4. Eligibility of Historic Resources

National Register of Historic Places and California Register of Historical Resources Eligibility

The project is located within a listed NRHP historic district. By operation of CEQA, the NRHP district is a his-
toric resource for purposes of environmental analysis. However, this analysis is complicated by the fact that 
the contributing and character-defining elements of the district were not clearly defined in the nomination, 
nor was a period of significance for the district established; further, the accompanying map is inconsistent 
with the text of the nomination, in terms of the buildings which were intended to be listed as contributors 
and non-contributors to the district. The nomination is also complicated by the absence of a justification for 
the boundaries to include vacant surface parking at the edges of the district, including the project site.

The overall logic of the NRHP nomination suggests that in the case of the All Saints Episcopal Church prop-
erty, that the intention of the nominators was to include the church, Parish (Regas) Hall, the Rectory, and the 
Maryland Hotel Wall as contributing properties. Although Scott Hall, constructed in 1966, was marked on the 
nomination map as a contributor, it was substantially less than 50 years of age at the time, and no reference 
to it can otherwise be found in the nomination. A reconciliation of the buildings contributing to the district 
is illustrated on Figure 2.

Individual Eligibility for the NRHP and CRHR

All Saints Episcopal Church. The three buildings making up the All Saints Episcopal Church complex con-
structed 1924-30 also appear to be individually eligible for listing on the NRHP and CRHR for their historical 
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association with the development of the Episcopal community in Pasadena and as one of the city’s oldest ex-
tant religious congregations, established in 1882 and worshiping in its current location since 1889 (NRHP 
Criterion A and CRHR Criterion 1). These buildings also appear to be eligible as fine examples of the Gothic 
Revival style of architecture designed by regional architects who are closely identified with the development 
in the period revival styles in Southern California (NRHP Criterion C and CRHR Criterion 3). The property does 
not appear to be individually eligible for listing on the NRHP or CRHR for an association with historically sig-
nificant individuals (Criterion B and 2). NRHP Criterion D and CRHR Criterion 4 pertain to archeological re-
sources and consequently are not evaluated in this report. The boundary of the eligible property would be the 
assessor parcel upon which the three buildings are located, and the period of significance 1924-1930.

The integrity of location for the property is intact; the buildings have not been moved from their original 
locations. The integrity of design for this property is substantially intact; the interior of the Parish (Regas) 
Hall building has been altered by the replacement of original features after a fire in 1976, but the exterior 
architectural features which characterize its historic appearance are largely intact, with the exception of the 
concrete added to the northern elevation and within the courtyard between the Parish (Regas) Hall and the 
Rectory. In addition, the steel canopy and cupola structure added between the Parish (Regas) Hall and the 
Rectory building is a non-contributing element due to its date of construction, but is generally compatible 
with the historic buildings in terms of its design.

The setting for the property is substantially compromised. Although it retains its historic relationship with 
Pasadena City Hall to the west and the Maryland Hotel Apartments to the south, the property is adjoined to 
the east by high-rise hotel and office buildings constructed during the 1990s, and Scott Hall constructed in 
1966 and a surface parking lot to the north. To the extent that the buildings are intact, their integrity of ma-

terials and workmanship are also intact. The property’s integrity of feeling and association remains intact, 
as it is continues to be used actively as a church.

Scott Hall. In terms of the eligibility of Scott Hall, properties less than 50 years of age may be eligible if they 
can be found to be “exceptional.” While no hard and fast definition for “exceptional” is provided in the NRHP 
literature, the special language developed to support nominating these properties was clearly intended to 
accommodate properties which demonstrate a level of importance such that their historical significance can 
be understood without the passage of time. In general, according to NRHP literature, eligible “exceptional” 
properties may include, “resources so fragile that survivors of any age are unusual. [Exceptionalness] may be a 
function of the relative age of a community and its perceptions of old and new. It may be represented by a 
building or structure whose developmental or design value is quickly recognized as historically significant by 
the architectural or engineering profession [or] it may be reflected in a range of resources for which the com-
munity has an unusually strong associative attachment.” The CRHR provides for a somewhat less rigorous test 
for establishing the eligibility of properties less than 50 years of age, “if it can be demonstrated that suffi-
cient time has passed to understand its historical importance.” 

No evidence was found to suggest that Scott Hall, designed by the important South Pasadena firm of Smith 
and Williams, was noted at the time of its completion or subsequently as a major or important work by the 
architects. Consequently, it should not currently be regarded as “exceptional” as defined by the NRHP or CRHR 
standards and criteria.

Commercial Building (202 N. Euclid Avenue). This one story commercial building constructed in 1947 is 
generally associated with the commercial development of Pasadena but played no, known significant role in 
that development (NRHP Criterion A and CRHR Criterion 1). The property does not appear to be associated 
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with any historically significant individuals (NRHP Criterion B and CRHR Criterion 2), or to be a representative 
example of a type or style of architecture or construction (NRHP Criterion C and CRHR Criterion 3). NRHP Cri-
terion D and CRHR Criterion 4 pertain to archeological resources and consequently are not evaluated in this 
report. The City of Pasadena Historic Landmark Criteria are substantially similar to the NRHP and CRHR crite-
ria. Therefore, this property also appears to be ineligible for designation as a Pasadena Landmark.

Individual Eligibility for Local Landmark Designation

All Saints Episcopal Church. The City of Pasadena Landmark Criteria are substantially similar to the NRHP and 
CRHR criteria. Therefore, the three buildings making up the All Saints Episcopal Church property also appears 
to be eligible for designation as a Pasadena Landmark under criteria 1 and 3 of Chapter 17.62.40 of the Zon-
ing Code. In terms of the eligibility of Scott Hall for local designation, the ordinance does not contain explicit 
age criteria which would preclude its listing without the making of special findings as required by the NRHP 
and CRHR. However, of the 93 properties in the city currently designated as Pasadena Landmarks, only a small 
number appear to have been designated at less than 50 years of age, which suggests that a standard similar 
to the “exceptional” standard in the NRHP is functionally operative in the city designation process. Therefore, 
it appears that Scott Hall would not be eligible for designation as a Pasadena Landmark. (City of Pasadena, 
2010)

Commercial Building (202 N. Euclid Avenue). The City of Pasadena Historic Landmark Criteria are substan-
tially similar to the NRHP and CRHR criteria, under which this property was found to be ineligible. Therefore, 
this property also appears to be ineligible for designation as a Pasadena Landmark.

Conclusions

• The three buildings making up the All Saints Episcopal Church complex (Church, Regas House, and Rectory) 
should be regarded as historic resources for the purposes of CEQA. 

• Scott Hall should not be regarded as a historic resource for the purposes of CEQA.

• The building located at 202 N. Euclid Avenue should not be regarded as a historic resource for purposes of 
CEQA.

• The NRHP historic district designated in 1980 should be regarded, as a whole, as a historic resource for pur-
poses of CEQA. For purposes of the environmental analysis, the contributing elements to this district lo-
cated on the project site are the Church, Regas House, and Rectory buildings, and the Maryland Hotel wall. 
The surface parking lot (project site) should not be regarded as contributing to the NRHP district.

5.  Project Impacts

Impact 1. The proposed project will result in the demolition of Scott Hall and the removal of the steel space 
frame and cupola structure located between Regas House and the Rectory building. Although no new attach-
ments to these elevations are detailed in the project description or related architectural documents, this ac-
tivity will result in unspecified design changes to the treatment of the northern elevation of Regas House and 
the courtyard space. However, city procedures require design review and application of the a finding that the 
project is consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties Reha-
bilitation and the Illustrated Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings for exterior alterations to All Saints’ 
Church (Pasadena Municipal Code Section 17.61.030(k)(2).) For this reason, the city’s existing design review 
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requirements for changes to historic properties ensure that the impacts identified at this preliminary stage of 
project review remain less-than-significant (Class 3)

Impact 2. As noted above, the existing setting and spatial relationship of the Maryland Hotel Wall to its im-
mediate surroundings are not considered historic. The existing setting at the time of the NOP does not cur-
rently include a garden as suggested in various comments, but rather the existing setting contains a play-
ground, a storage building, and a trailer immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to the north, and the 
Rectory building to the South (the east side of the wall is not currently accessible to the public). The only 
existing relationship of the Maryland Wall is its general inclusion within the geographic boundaries of the his-
toric district and general proximity to the Maryland Arms Apartments located approximately 400 feet south of 
the wall. Neither of these relationships would be substantially altered by the relocation of the wall three feet 
further west under the proposed project. The proposed project will however result in the relocation of the 
Maryland Hotel wall to the west, approximately three feet closer to N. Euclid Avenue than its current location. 
No method for this relocation is specified in the project description or related architectural documents. There-
fore, it should be assumed for purposes of environmental analysis that the wall will not be relocated intact 
and that the proposed relocation is functionally a demolition of the resource and its reconstruction based on 
the historic design. The project will also result in the location of a new building which encroaches on the im-
mediate setting of the wall, which was originally constructed to enclose a garden. This activity will result in a 
substantial loss of integrity of location, setting, materials and workmanship for the historic resource. This 
impact should be regarded as significant and adverse, and not mitigable to a less-than-significant level. (Class 
1)
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Figure 3. Visualization of proposed buildings (seen as gray volumes) within the context of buildings located 
along N. Euclid Avenue, from southwest. [Source: City of Pasadena]



Impact 3. The proposed project will result in the construction of four new buildings totaling between ap-
proximately 42,000 and 55,000 square feet, and between 29 and 87 feet in height, depending on which of the 
two proposed design scenarios are implemented. The new buildings will be located on the parcels to the north 
of the three contributing buildings making up the All Saints Episcopal Church property, and within the NRHP 
listed Civic Center District, replacing the existing Scott Hall, a trailer and storage building, a surface parking 
lot, and a small commercial building. [Figure 3]

The parcels on which the project is proposed were included in the NRHP nomination for reasons which are 
presently unclear, as they are peripheral to the district and included no buildings which at the time of the 
nomination were considered to be contributors to the district. Further, a NRHP district nomination prepared 
according to the current guidelines for the justification of NRHP district boundaries would be very unlikely to 
include the project site either within the district boundaries, or as a contributor to the district. Because the 
project site presently does not contribute to the district, the loss of the site involved with the proposed pro-
ject, which would effectively result from the implementation of the proposed project, does not appear to have 
the potential impact of causing the design integrity of the district to be substantially reduced. Neither the 
integrity nor the eligibility of the district would be adversely impacted if the project site was to be removed 
from the district.

Consequently, the potential adverse impacts of the proposed project should be seen as being principally on 
the setting integrity of the district and the adjacent church buildings. The proposed project will add buildings 
within this setting, and as a result, has the potential to reduce the integrity of setting for the NRHP listed 
properties, adding further to the reduction of setting which has been occurring over the past two or three 
decades due to the construction of numerous large-scale buildings within the immediate vicinity of the dis-
trict, and particularly along its eastern edge. However, these intrusions do not appear to have reduced the 
integrity of the district sufficiently to threaten its NRHP eligibility. 

The method for determining whether new construction relating to historic properties will result in adverse 
impacts is the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. In particular, the Standards call for “new 
additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction [to] be compatible with the historic materials, 
features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environ-
ment.”

Impacts under CEQA are made in comparison to the existing physical conditions. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 
15125(a) and Citizens Committee to Save Our Village v. City of Claremont (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 1157, 1170 
[no historic impacts based upon alleged inconsistency with historic landscape plan which was not in exis-
tence.] While the project may be located in an area that was originally identified in the Bennett Plan, the 
Bennett Plan was never fully constructed. As described above, the only contributing resource to the Historic 
District on the project site is the Maryland Hotel Wall, which no longer retains a historic spatial relationship 
to its immediate surroundings. The only existing relationship of the Maryland Wall is its general inclusion 
within the geographic boundaries of the historic district and general proximity to the Maryland Arms Apart-
ments located approximately 400 feet south of the wall. Neither of these relationships would be substantially 
altered by the relocation of the wall three feet further west under the proposed project; therefore impacts 
would be less than significant.

Furthermore, the The size, massing, proportions, bulk and scale of the proposed project is consistent generally 
in keeping with the size, massing, proportions, bulk and scale of buildings contributing to the NRHP district. 
The proposed buildings along N. Euclid Avenue are low in scale, related to the massing, bulk and scale of 
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nearby contributing buildings within the district, and are physically detached from the All Saints Church com-
plex. The proposed buildings are aligned with the street setback of the Rectory building. The proposed larger-
scale buildings are located at the rear (eastern) edge of the project site, adjacent to the Westin Hotel build-
ing, and to the north on E. Walnut Street. Further, the proposed project also fills an existing void on the 
street which was created in part by the removal of the Maryland Hotel bungalows. 

In terms of their relative size, massing, proportions and scale, the proposed “Building A” on N. Euclid Avenue 
presents a 164-foot street elevation two stories (30 feet) in height and is located 63.5 feet from the nearest 
(northern) wall of the Rectory and Parish (Regas) Hall buildings. The nearest existing buildings to the pro-
posed “Building A” both present elevations of greater mass and scale. The northernmost three-story wing of 
City Hall is 235 feet in length and 58 feet in height. The rear massing of the All Saints Church complex eleva-
tion, measured from the southern wall of the church building to northern wall of the Parish (Regas) Hall, is 
also 235 feet. 

Other buildings within the NRHP district are comparable or larger in size, massing and scale than the pro-
posed “Building A.” The portion of the County Courthouse constructed in 1952, which is listed as a contribu-
tor to the NRHP historic district, presents an elevation of 190 feet in length facing N. Garfield Avenue; the 
north elevation of the First Baptist Church on Holly Street is 180 feet in length. The northern and southern 
elevations of the Post Office is 106 feet in length on Colorado Boulevard and 260 feet in length along N. Gar-
field Avenue. The Marengo Avenue elevation of the former YWCA building is 165 feet, and 267 feet on Holly 
Street.

According to the project description and related architectural documents, the dominant materials for the pro-
posed buildings appear to be stone, glass, concrete and copper. The schematic design for the proposed new 
buildings appears to incorporate some materials, including stone veneer, and other references to design ele-
ments found in the historic buildings and the district, although it is unclear from the project description 
documents how these materials and features will be employed. 

Taken as a whole, based on the schematic design under review, the proposed project is consistent with ap-
pears to conform generally with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards in terms of its size, scale, proportion 
and massing of the historic district. With regard to consistency with the surrounding structures, the proposed 
project would offer improvements in comparison to the existing physical conditions on site, which include a 
surface parking structure, and several one story structures which do not match the size, massing, and scale of 
the surrounding structures (See DEIR Section 2.3, Figure 4.1-2 Photos A, B, and C, and DEIR Appendix D, 
Photo 2). As described above, the proposed project would not result in a substantial adverse change to the 
NRHP District, and impacts are therefore considered less than significant (Class III). Its conformance with the 
Standards in terms of its use of materials and features cannot be determined, as these details are not provided 
in the project description. However, in accordance with existing city procedures contained within the Munici-
pal Code, the final approved design of the project must be found by the Design Commission to be in substan-
tial conformance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and the Illustrated Guidelines 
for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (PMC §17.61.030). Design review as required by the code is intended to 
ensure that the project design as it progresses forward does not cause additional significant impacts than 
those already disclosed. Consequently, this impact should be regarded as significant and adverse, but mitiga-
ble to a less than significant level. (Class 2)
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6. Mitigation Measures and Residual Impacts

A principle of environmental impact mitigation is that some measure or combination of measures may, if in-
corporated into a project, serve to avoid or reduce significant and adverse impacts to a historic resource. In 
reference to mitigating impacts on historic resources, the CEQA Guidelines state: 

Where maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, conservation or recon-
struction of the historical resource will be conducted in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings (1995), Weeks and Grimmer, the project's impact on the 
historical resource shall generally be considered mitigated below a level of significance and thus is not 
significant. (PRC CEQA Guidelines §15126.4 (b)(1)) 

These standards, developed by the National Park Service, represent design guidelines for carrying out historic 
preservation, restoration and rehabilitation projects. The Secretary’s Standards and the supporting literature 
describe historic preservation principles and techniques, and offers recommended means for carrying them 
out. Adhering to the Standards is the only method described within CEQA for reducing project impacts on his-
toric resources to less than significant and adverse levels.

The demolition of an historic property cannot be seen as conforming with the Secretary of the Interior’s Stan-
dards. Therefore, the absolute loss of an historic property should generally be regarded as an adverse environ-
mental impact which cannot be mitigated to a less than significant and adverse level. Further, the usefulness 
of documentation of an historic resource, through photographs and measured drawings, as mitigation for its 
demolition, is limited by the CEQA Guidelines, which state:

In some circumstances, documentation of an historical resource, by way of historic narrative, photographs 
or architectural drawings, as mitigation for the effects of demolition of the resource will not mitigate the 
effects to a point where clearly no significant effect on the environment would occur. (CEQA Guidelines 
§15126.4 (b)(2)) 

Implied by this language is the existence of circumstances whereby documentation may mitigate the impact 
of demolition to a less than significant level. However, the conditions under which this might be said to have 
occurred are not described in the Guidelines. It is also noteworthy that the existing CEQA case law does not 
appear to support the concept that the loss of an historic resource can be mitigated to less than adverse im-
pact levels by means of documentation or commemoration. (League for Protection of Oakland’s Architectural 
and Historic Resources v. City of Oakland [1997] 52 Cal. App. 4th 896; Architectural Heritage Association v. 
County of Monterey [2004] 19 Cal. Rptr. 3d 469)

Taken in their totality, the CEQA Guidelines require a project which will have potentially adverse impacts on 
historic resources to conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, in order for the impacts to be miti-
gated to below significant and adverse levels. However, CEQA also mandates the adoption of feasible mitiga-
tion measures which will reduce adverse impacts, even if the residual impacts after mitigation remain signifi-
cant. Means other than the application of the Standards would necessarily be required to achieve this level of 
mitigation. In determining what type of additional mitigation measures would reduce impacts to the greatest 
extent feasible, best professional practice dictates considering the level of eligibility of the property, as well 
as by what means it derives its significance. 
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Mitigation programs for impacts on historic resources tend to fall into three broad categories: documentation, 
design and interpretation. Documentation techniques involve the recordation of the site according to ac-
cepted professional standards, such that the data will be available to future researchers, or for future restora-
tion efforts. Design measures could potentially include direct or indirect architectural references to a lost his-
toric property, e.g., the incorporation of historic artifacts, into the new development, or the relocation of the 
historic property to another suitable site. Interpretative measures could include commemorating a significant 
historic event or the property’s connection to historically significant themes. 

While CEQA does provide that one method of potentially reducing historic impacts to less than significant is 
through compliance with the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties, this is not an 
exclusive method of mitigation. Existing regulations in the Pasadena Municipal Code Section 17.61.030(k)(2), 
which are applicable to the proposed project, already require a finding of consistency with the Secretary of 
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties prior to approval of the Design Review Application. 
Nevertheless, this impact is still considered significant due to the damage to the Maryland Hotel Wall during 
the relocation. This however should not preclude a finding of consistency with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Historic Preservation during Design Review, given that the standards are based in part upon “the 
property’s significance, existing physical condition, the extent of documentation available and interpretive 
goals, when applicable…the economic and technical feasibility of each project” and are based in part upon 
whether the City elects to choose Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, Reconstruction, or various options 
and subsections discussed therein (see FEIR General Response #2).

Mitigation Measures

A. Prior to the issuance of building permits, the City of Pasadena shall find that the final architectural plans 
for the proposed the reconstruction of the Maryland Hotel wall conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Reconstruction the Treatment of Historic Properties.

B. A historic preservation professional qualified in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
shall be selected by the City of Pasadena to complete a documentation report on the Maryland Hotel Wall. 
The structure to be relocated shall be documented with archival quality photographs of a type and format 
approved by the City of Pasadena. This documentation, along with historical background of the property, 
shall be submitted to an appropriate repository approved by the city. The documentation reports shall be 
completed and approved by the City of Pasadena prior to the issuance of building permits, and utilized by 
the Design Commission in their evaluation of the design for the reconstructed wall.

C. Prior to the issuance of building permits, the Planning Director shall select a historic preservation profes-
sional, at the project applicant’s expense, to conduct an independent assessment of compliance of the 
final project design in terms of Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. The report shall be submitted to the 
Planning Director and be utilized by staff in their evaluation of the design for concept design review and 
recommendations to the Design Commission.

Impacts After Mitigation

Significant and adverse.

Impact 1 would be less than significant Class 3. Impact 2 would be significant and unavoidable even with 
implementation of the mitigation measures described above (Class 1). Impact 3 would be less than significant 
(Class 3).
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Photo 1. Hutch’s Barbeque (390 E. Walnut Street), northern and western elevations, viewed 
from northeast. [11-19-2009]

Photo 3. All Saints Church, western and southern elevation, viewed from southwest. [11-19-
2009]

Photo 2. Commercial building (202 N. Euclid Avenue), western elevation, viewed from south-
west. [11-19-2009]



Photo 4. Rectory building, southern elevation, viewed from southwest. [11-19-2009]

Photo 6. Rectory, attachment to Scott Hall and space frame over courtyard, viewed from west. 
[11-19-2009]

Photo 5. Scott Hall, western and northern elevations, viewed from northwest. [11-19-2009]



Photo 7. Maryland Hotel wall, southern end Euclid Avenue side, viewed from west. [11-19-
2009]

Photo 8. Maryland Hotel wall, interior side with fountain, viewed from east. [11-19-2009]

Photo 9. Project site, viewed from west. [11-19-2009]



Photo 10. Project site, viewed from southwest. [11-19-2009]

Photo 12. Courts building, opposite project site on N. Euclid Avenue, viewed from southeast. 
[11-19-2009]

Photo 11. N. Euclid Avenue, viewed towards north, All Saints Church on right; City Hall on 
left. [11-19-2009]



Appendix 1
Civic Center NRHP Nomination
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